I n this paper we consider workforce management in repair/maintenance environments in which repairmen are cross-trained fo affend more than one fype of machine. In this confext, we sfudy the machine-repairman problem wifh heferogeneous machines buf with partially cross-trained repairmen. We introduce simple repairmanassignment rules as well as machine-priority rules thaf are effecfive in mirumizing fhe machine downfime costs, or balancing fhe percenfage of working machines of differenf fypes. We show fhaf sfafic machine priorify rules are effecfive in minimizing sysfems downfime cosfs, while a generalized version of fhe longesf queue policy is effecfive in balancing fhe percenfage of working machines. We also infroduce fhe concepf of hidden symmetry in repair environmenfs, and show fhaf fhe well-known chain repairman skill sef sfrucfure performs very well in repair environmenfs wifh hidden symmefry. Finally, we provide insighfs info fhe design and confrol issues of repair/mainfenance sysfems wifh cross-frained repairmen.
Introduction
In recent decades, the automation of manufacturing systems, including the introduction of new technologies, has resulted in a wide range of specialized machines, each requiring a different set of repair/ maintenance skills. Due to the specialized nature of repair/maintenance operations, companies that sell these machines often provide training programs to the repair/maintenance crew of the companies buying these machines. Consequently, maintenance departments of plants often include a repair crew whose members have different sets of repair skills, whom we refer to as partially cross-trained repairmen.
Besides the emerging new technologies that introduce complex machinery, the other reason for having partially cross-trained repairmen involves recruitment and retirement. When an experienced repairman retires, the system often loses a repairman who has a large number of skills. The new hires most likely have a smaller number of skills than the retirees, although they will gradually acquire more skills through various training programs. This interaction of retirement and recruitment results in a partially cross-trained repair crew with some independent and some overlapping sets of skills.
To increase the efficiency of repair systems with partially cross-trained repairmen, managers must answer several important questions such as, which strategy should be followed for assigning repairmen to machines? How should different groups of machines be prioritized in order to minimize the downtime cost of the system or to balance the availabilities of different groups of machines? Which repairmen should be sent for a training program? What is the optimal skill set for the maintenance crew? The existing literature on repair/maintenance problems with heterogeneous machines does not address these questions; instead, it either assumes that there is an unlimited number of repairmen available for each repair operation, or-in the case of a limited number of repairmenassumes that all repairmen have all the skills required to repair and maintain all types of machines (i.e., that they are all fully cross-trained repairmen). To the best of our knowledge, repair/maintenance environments with partially cross-trained repairmen have not yet been studied. Therefore, to gain insights on the above issues, we focus in this paper on the machinerepairman problem with heterogeneous machines and partially cross-trained repairmen. We develop a model to analyze the performance measures of such systems under a variety of machine-priority and repairmanassignment rules. We provide new insights into the design and control issues of repair/maintenance systems with a partially cross-trained repair crew. We also develop a heuristic algorithm that determines the optimal or near-optimal skill set for each repairman in order to minimize the total average machine downtime and repairman cost.
Literature
In the last decade, the utilization of a cross-trained workforce (also referred to as an agile workforce) in manufacturing and service operations has attracted the attention of researchers. For a review of studies on workforce agility in manufacturing and service (e.g., call center) environments, see and Gans et al. (2003) . Aknost all studies on workforce agility focus on the design and control issues arising in systems with cross-trained workers who are in charge of processing jobs (i.e., production environments). Workforce agility in repair environments, however, has not yet been well analyzed; all that is available are a few studies on machinerepairman problems with fully cross-trained repairmen.
The machine-repairman or machine-interference problem is one of the earliest and most well-known manufacturing applications of operations research in general, and of queueing theory in particular. A large body of literature has been developed in the past three decades that studies a variety of machinerepairman problems. Two reviews of these studies can be found in Stecke and Aronson (1985) and in Stecke (1992) .
Within this large body of literature on machinerepairman problems, however, only a few studies deal with the machine-repairman problem with heterogeneous machines. Chandra and Sargent (1983) consider a machine-repairman problem with heterogeneous machines and a single fully cross-trained repairman under general repair time distributions and Poisson failures. They develop a numerical solution procedure to obtain the mean equilibrium results of the performance measures of a multiple finite-source queueing model with fixed nonpreemptive priority discipline. In another paper, Chandra (1986) considers the same problem with Erlang, eixponential, and hyperexponential service time distributions to evaluate the effect of service time variability, as well as the fixed nonpreemptive priority and first-come-first-served service discipline, on the performance measures of the system. Agnihothri (1989) models N heterogeneous machines with K repairmen to develop the interrelationships between the performance measures of the problem with general repair and failure distributions, but without attempting to evaluate each measure. He considers work-conserving service disciplines and examines the performance measures of individual machines and repairmen. Analysis of similar machinerepairman systems with heterogeneous machines and two service stations (consisting of a single-server station and an infinite-server station) under preemptive priority is detailed in Kameda (1982) . Kameda obtains an analytic form, of such a system under certain conditions and proves that the analytic form is independent of various service disciplines such as first-come-first-served. Koulamas (1992 Koulamas ( , 1996 derives a scheduling algorithm for a two-machine and singleserver system to minimize machine idle time resulting from the unavailability of the server.
System performance measures of a machine-repairman system with one and two fully cross-trained servers are detailed in Shawky (1997) . In an attempt to maximize both the machine efficiency and server utilization of a machine-repairman system with a single server, Bahnasawi et al. (1996) use simulation to perform a sensitivity analysis of these measures. Recently, Iravani and Kolfal (2005) and Iravani et al. (2006) studied machine-repairman problems with a single fully cross-trained repairman in systems with preemptive and nonpreemptive repair operations, respectively. They found conditions under which the optimal policy is a static machine priority. Jordan et al. (2004) illustrate the benefit of the chain skill set, a particular type of skill set in which all the repairmen have the same number of skills and all machine types can be served by equal number of repairmen.
They exhibit the robustness of the chain skill set with respect to major changes in system parameters and control decisions.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature beyond these studies that discusses machine-repairman problems with partially cross-trained repairmen. This is, therefore, the focus of this paper. In §3, we first investigate the optimal machine-prioritization and repairman-assignments in such systems, and we show that they do not follow a simple rule. We then introduce simple repairman-assignment and machine-priority rules and show how the matrix decomposition approach can be used to analyze systems under these simple rules. In §4, we perform an extensive numerical study to evaluate the performance of our repairman-assignment rules as well as our machinepriority rules from two different perspectives: (i) Minimizing the expected system downtime cost, and (ii) balancing the percentage of working machines among all machine types. Balancing the percentage of working machines of different types is a good criterion in systems where a large number of broken machines of one type may have a significant effect on systems performance (e.g., it creates a sharp bottleneck in a serial production line). Finally, in §4 we provide insights into when the well-known chain cross-training structure provides the most benefit in a repair/maintenance environment with an agile (crosstrained) workforce. Section 5 concludes our paper.
Model Description
Consider a machine-repairman problem with N different groups of machines. Group i consists of N, identical machines with failure rate A, {i = 1,2,..., N). The time to failure for all types of machines is assumed to be exponentially distributed, and therefore all machines will have a constant failure rate. This assumption is consistent with the behavior of machines during their useful life phase in the bathtub curve (Kececioglu 1991) . The repair rate for machines of type i is ^t,, and is independent of which repairman is performing the repair operation {i = 1,2,..., N) . This assumption is a restrictive assumption in cases in which some repairmen are significantly faster than others in repairing machines of type z. We assume that the repair operation, if needed, can be preempted, so that the repairman can be assigned to another (more important) repair operation. We consider exponential distribution for the repair times. Exponentially distributed repair times represent cases where shorter repair times are more probable than longer repair times. In other words, most of the machine failures are minor failures that can be fixed in a short time, while major failures that require an overhaul repair (with longer repair times) are less frequent.
We assume there are K repairmen 1,2,... ,K, each with a set of repair skills corresponding to the types of machines she is trained to repair. We define skill set matrix M of size KxN, with binary elements mj. ,, where m^. , = 1 implies that the repairman k has the skill to repair machines of type i, and m^^, i = 0 implies otherwise. Let ||M|| be the total number of skills (i.e., the total number of Is) in the skill set matrix M, and define set M,^ to represent the set of skills of repairman k. Also define M' as the set of repairmen who have the skill to repair machines of type i. Let /Cj. be the total number of skills of repairman k wherê < Ki^ <N. Therefore, for a system with fully crosstrained repairmen, mj. , • = 1, KJ. = N, \\M\\ = KN; M) = (1,2,..., K}, M,, = {1,2,..., N\ for all k = 1,2,... ,K and i = l,2,...,N. In systems with fully cross-trained repairmen, since every repairman has the same number of skills (i.e., N skills), the performance measures of the system (e.g., average machine downtime) are independent of the order in which repairmen are assigned to repair the broken machines. This is because all the repairmen are functionally identical since they possess the same set of skills. However, when the repairmen are only partially cross-trained, the system's performance is significantly influenced by the strategy used to assign repairmen to broken machines. In the next section, we study the complex behavior of the optimal dynamic repairman-assignments to machines.
The Optimal Policy
The problem can be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP) as follows:
• System state consists of vectors x = (Xj, Xj,..., Xjv), where x, is the number of broken machines of type / e (1,2,..., N], and 0 < x, < N,.
• Decision epochs are (i) failure-completion epochs, and (ii) repair-completion epochs.
• Action space •I>(x) at state x includes repairman-
where (/>jt(x) is the machine type to which repairman k is assigned {(t>k{\) e i?^), and </ >i t = 0 indicates that repairman k is being kept idle. Let
1=1 1=1
where \\M'\\ is the total number of repairmen who are trained to repair machine type /. Let 1' be an N element row vector with 1 on its zth element, and 0 in other places, 1' = (0, 0,..., 0,1,0,..., 0); then the optimality equation of the MDP model is as follows (see Lippman 1975) :
where ||</>,(x)|| represents the total number of repairmen who are assigned to machines type / under action (/>(x). Note that C(x) is the cost during the transition when action </)(x) is taken at state x. In this paper, we consider two cost functions that are separable among machines and are linear in the number of broken machines. One example of such functions is C(x) = E'iLi ^i' which results in the minimization of the total average number of broken machines in the system.
The optimal solution to (1), which we refer to as the global optimal policy, can be viewed as a combination of two decision rules: (i) machine-priority rules, and (ii) repairman-assignment rules. When a repairman completes a repair, a machine-priority rule specifies the repairman's next repair task, i.e., the next machine type that he should start repairing. On the other hand, when a machine fails, a repairman-assignment rule specifies which repairman among those who have the required skill should be assigned to that machine. One can consider machine-priority rules as rules that give priority to broken machines waiting for repairmen, while repairman-assignment rules give priority to repairmen for performing the repair operation on those machines. Note that when all repairmen are fully cross-trained, repairman-assigrunent rules would not matter (i.e., all repairmen would have the same priority); however, a machine-priority rule is still essential even in systems with fully cross-trained repairmen.
The optimal solution to (1) has a complex structure and does not follow a simple machine-priority rule or repairman-assignment rule. For example, suppose that the objective is to minimize the total average number of broken machines in the system (i.e., C(x) = E'iLi ^i)-To study the machine-priority rule under the optimal policy, consider Case A for a system with four machine types, where (N-i,N2,N^,N^) = (10,3,3,4), (Aj, A2, A3, A4) = (40, 30, 20, 15) , {fi^, fi2, IJ-^, fii) = (160, 120, 80, 60) , and the repairman skill set matrix is Note that Repairman 1 in matrix M is fully crosstrained and can repair all machine types. Thus, analyzing the assignment of this repairman under the global optimal policy will provide some insights on how that policy prioritizes machine repairs. Solving (1) for Case A, we find that the optimal policy that minimizes the total average number of broken machines dictates the decisions in Table 1 for states X = (3,3,1,1), and x' = (2, 3,1,1).
As Table 1 shows, at state x. Repairman 1, who can repair all four machine types, is assigned to a machine of type 1, while broken machines of types 4 (and 2) remain unattended in the system. This may lead to the conjecture that either machines of type 1 have a higher priority than types 4 (and 2), or Repairman 1 is following the longest queue (LQ) policy and thus repairs the machine type with the largest number of broken machines. However, the assignment under the optimal policy for state x' disproves both of these conjectures. At state x'. Repairman 1 is assigned to a machine of type 4. This confirms that, under the objective of minimizing the average number of broken machines, (i) the optimal policy does not follow a static machine-priority rule that always gives higher priority to machines of type 1 over type 4, and (ii) the optimal policy does not follow the LQ policy. Note that at state x' machines of type 2 have the longest queue, but Repairman 1 repairs the machine of type 4. We have also studied the repairman-assignment rule under the optimal policy that minimizes the total average number of broken machines in the system; there, too, we did not observe a simple rule. For instance, suppose that in Case A the repairman skill set matrix is M5, as presented in the Appendix A.^ We call this scenario Case B. In Case B, there exist 220 states in which exactly two machines of type 2 are broken (i.e., states x = (xj, 2, X3,X4)). Table 2 shows how the optimal policy assigns Repairmen 1, 2, 3, and 4 {Rl, R2, R3, and ]?4, respectively) to repair the two broken machines of type 2.
As Table 2 depicts, even when exactly two machines of type 2 are broken, the optimal policy assigns (gives different priorities to) different repairmen to repair those machines. We could not deduce any simple rule for how these two repairmen (and sometimes only one repairman) are chosen. In fact, in experimenting with the optimal policy under different objectives (e.g., minimizing total average downtime cost), we found that the repairman-assignment rule under the optimal policy is very sensitive to the skill set matrix, as well as to the number of broken machines of all types.
The optimal policy, as shown in Cases A and B, has a very complex structure and does not follow simple rules. This observation motivated us to seek an answer to the following question: Is there any simple machine-priority rule or repairman-assignment ' All appendixes to this paper are available at http://www.informs. org/Pubs/Supplements/MSOM/1526-5498-2007-09-02-0168-ecompanion. pdf.
rule that has close to optimal performance? In the next sections, we first introduce simple machine-priority and repairman-assignment rules, and then we show that implementing policies that consist of these simple rules can result in a performance close to the performance under the optimal policy. We focus on two performance criteria:
• Minimizing the total average machine downtime cost: Considering c, as the downtime cost per unit time of a machine of type i, for this criterion we have C(x) = Eti ^i^i-Iri practice c, depends on the effects of downtime of a machine of type i on the production/throughput loss. Note that when c, = 1 for all / = 1,2,..., N, this criterion reduces to minimizing the total average number of broken machines in the system.
• Balancing the percentage of working machines of different types: One way to create a balance among percentage of working machines is to minimize the maximum percentage of broken machines among all machine types. For this case, we have C(x) =max,{x,/ N,}. In the rest of the paper, we refer to this criterion as balancing the percentage of working machines.
Machine-Priority Rules
In this section we introduce three different machinepriority rules that are easy to implement in practice, namely (i) the c^t rule, (ii) the cpu/rX rule, and (iii) the highest percentage broken first (HPB) rule. 
The c/jL
Rule. The C/JL rule has been proven to be optimal in prioritizing tasks in many production and service environments. Cox and Smith (1961) prove the optimality of the c/x rule in M/G/1 queues with linear waiting costs. Van Mieghem (1995) extends the analysis to G/G/1 queues with convex costs and shows that the generalized c/i, rule is asymptotically optimal in heavy traffic. Mandelbaum and Stolyar (2004) study parallel open queueing systems with heterogenous cross-trained servers in heavy traffic. They show that, for convex cost fvmctions, the generalized Cfji rule is asymptotically optimal.
We adopt the simple c/x rule to prioritize repair tasks in our closed queueing system. In our repair enviroriment, the Cfi rule gives the highest priority to the machine type that has the highest value of c,)U,,. The intuitive reasoning is that this will decrease the downtime cost of the system by working on the machines with higher downtime cost (c,) and faster repair rate (/A,). Furthermore, it also releases repairmen faster because they finish more repairs per unit time.
3.2.2. The Cfji/r\ Rule. As we mentioned, the intuition behind the C/JL rule is that it tends to reduce the total downtime cost of the system faster by giving priority to machines with higher downtime cost and faster repair rates. However, if the machines with higher downtime cost and faster repair rates also have larger failure rates, then when they are assigned higher priority they will receive their repairs faster, and will therefore fail and come back to the system faster.^ Hence, assigning high priority to these machines may not accomplish the objective of reducing the total downtime cost of the system. The cix/rk rule takes this into account by prioritizing machines according to the following rule: The machines are prioritized based on the ratio CjfMj/rjXj, where r, is the total number of repairmen who have the skill to repair machine of type i (i.e., r, = |li^'||). Higher priorities are assigned to machines with higher ratios, while lower priorities are assigned to machines with lower ratios.
Note that the machine-repairman problem is a finite-population queueing system. When a repair is completed, the population of working machines increases, and thus the total failure rate increases.
Note that the Cj/tj/rjA, rule tends to give priority to machines with (i) higher downtime cost and faster repair rates, which reduces the total downtime cost of the system faster; (ii) smaller failure rates, which reduces the average number of failures per unit time, and therefore the average number of broken machines in the system; and (iii) machines that can be repaired by fewer repairmen, which ensures that those machines will get enough attention.
3.2.3. The HPB Rule. The objective of both Cfi and Cfi/r\ machine-pric)rity rules is to minimize the total downtime cost of the system. Here we introduce the HPB rule that tends to balance the percentage of working machines by giving higher priorities to machines with a larger percentage of broken machines.
According to the HPB rule, when a failure occurs or a repair is completed, the broken machines are prioritized based on the percentage broken in each type. Specifically, the machine types are prioritized such that the machine type with the largest percentage broken (i.e., type ;' = argmaX({x,/N,}) has the highest priority, and the machine type with the least percentage of broken machines (i.e., machine of t3^e / = argmin,.{A:,/N,)) has the lowest priority. When the number of machines of different types are the same (N, -N for all i), the HPB rule becomes the LQ policy.
Repairman-Assignment Rules
As we mentioned in previous sections, when a machine fails a repairman-assignment rule specifies which repairman among those who have the required skill should be assigned to that machine. In §3.3 we introduce four different repairman-assignment rules: (i) the least skilled repairman (LSR) rule, (ii) the least valued repairman (LVR) rule, (iii) the least low priority (LLP) rule, and (iv) the least repair request (LRR) rule. These rules are designed for systems under a static machine-priority rule. Under a static machinepriority rule, a given machine type always has higher priority over another tj'pe, regardless of the system state (i.e., the number of broken machines of each type). Without loss of generality, we assume that under a static machine-priority rule, machine types are numbered such that type i is of higher priority than type / if i < j. The jreason we focus only on static machine-priority rules is that, as we will show in §4, static machine-priority rules perform as well as the dynamic machine-priority rule that the global optimal policy follows.
3.3.1. The LSR Rule. According to the LSR rule, when a machine of type ;' fails, among all repairmen who have the skill to repair type ; machines and are not busy with machines of t}^e / or with higher priority machines, the repairman with the smallest total number of skills (i.e., the least K^) is assigned to that task. If there is more than one repairman with the least Kj. value, then the repairman without the skill for repairing type 1 machines (i.e., the machines with the highest priority) is assigned. If all the repairmen with the least K^ value can also repair type 1 machines, then the repairman who cannot repair type 2 machines (i.e., machines with the second highest priority) is assigned. This process is continued in order of machine-priority until the tie is broken.
The logic behind the LSR rule is to keep the repairmen with more skills available to best utilize the flexibility offered by these highly skilled repairmen. Moreover, the tiebreaking rule attempts to reduce the number of preemptions of lower priority machines by keeping available the repairmen with higher priority skills (i.e., repairmen with skills required to repair higher priority machines).
The LVR Rule.
The LSR rule does not consider machine downtime costs when it assigns repairmen to machines. Consider repairman A who has skills to repair machines of types 1 and 2, and repairman B who can repair machines of types 1, 3, and 4. If a machine of type 1 requires repair, the LSR rule assigns repairman A to that machine and keeps repairman B free for future repair tasks. This may not be a good policy if machines have significantly different downtime costs. For example, if the machines downtime costs are Cj = Cg = C4 = 10, and c^ = 100, then it makes sense to assign repairman B to repair type 1 machine, and keep repairman A free for potential and more costly failure of type 2 machines. The LVR rule takes this into account.
According to the LVR rule, when a machine of type ; fails, among all repairmen who have the skill to repair that machine and are not busy with machine type ; or with higher priority machines, repairman R, who has the smallest value of I^^j ?«»:,,c,, is assigned to that task (i.e., K = argmin^g^;{53jljm^ ,c,}). In case there is more than one repairman with the same least 5Zili ^k.i'^i value, a tiebreaking rule similar to that in LSR is followed.
The logic behind the LVR rule is to keep the repairmen with more skills or with more valuable skills (or both) available in case machines with higher downtime costs fail.
3.3.3. The LLP Rule. Under a preemption priority scheme, the failure of a higher priority machine always affects the assignment of repairmen to lower priority machines. Therefore, in assigning repairmen to machines, the total number of higher priority skills of a repairman may not by itself create a flexible and efficient repairman assignment. For example, consider a three-machine system where repairman Rl has Skills 1 and 2, and repairman R2 has Skills 2 and 3. The downtime cost of the machines are Cj = 10, C2 = 5, and C3 = 4. If a machine of tj^e 2 fails, the LVR rule assigns repairman R2 to that machine because Yl'tLi ^k,i'^i of repairman R2 is 9, whereas the I]jlim^ ,C; of repairman Rl is 15. Under this assignment, if a machine of type 3 fails, the idle repairman Rl carmot be assigned to the type 3 machine because she does not possess the required skill. On the other hand, the repair operation on the machine of type 2 cannot be interrupted since it has a higher priority than type 3. Therefore, the failed type 3 machine will not receive a repair immediately. On the failure of a type 2 machine, however, if the LVR rule is ignored so that repairman Rl is assigned to that machine, then on the failure of a machine of type 3, repairman R2 will be available to attend that machine. Note that under this assignment, since preemption is allowed, repairman Rl can always be immediately called for the repair of a higher priority machine (i.e., higher than 2).
As the above example shows, a flexible repairmanassignment rule should take into account the availability of repairmen for lower priority machines. This is because, under any assignment rule, when preemption is allowed, the higher priority machine will always be repaired before lower priority machines. Thus, to keep repairmen with lower priority skills available for future failures of low^er priority machines, when a machine of type i fails, the LLP rule calculates the index 0[ for all repairmen keJi':
Note that d[ is an indication of the value of repair skills that repairman k possesses for machines of low^er priority than i. The LLP rule therefore chooses the repairman with the lowest index 6[. li there is more than one repairman with the lowest index, then the repairman who does not have the skill to repair the next priority machine type (i.e., i +1) is chosen for the task.
3.3.4. The LRR Rule. The LSR, LVR, and LLP rules use repairmen's skill sets to determine repairmanassignments, and they try to keep some repairmen available for future failures. They do not, however, take into account the possibility of those future failures. The LRR rule attempts to obtain an estimate for the average number of failures per unit time for each type of machine by assuming unlimited repairmen for each t)^e. Under this assumption, the availability of a type i machine is a, -yu,,/(A,H-)U,,), which implies that there will be, on the average, N^aj working machines, which in turn results in an estimate of A,N,a, failures per unit time. Therefore, for each repairman k, the index /3^ will be a relative indicator of the weighted average of the number of failures per unit time that require his skills. Those failures are weighted by the relative cost of failures:
When a failure of type ; occurs, the LRR rule chooses the repairman with the least value of 13^. from among the repairmen who have skill ;' and are not busy with machines of type ;' or of higher priority. This keeps those repairmen who can respond to a greater and more expensive range of repair requests free for later use. Now that we have introduced our repairmanassignment rules, in the next section we develop an analytic model to obtain the performance measures of the machine-repairman problem with a preemptive priority scheme and partially cross-trained repairmen. Our model is general and can be used under any repairman-assignment rule 91 e [LSR, LVR, LLP, LRR] and any static machine-priority rules. -
Problem Formulation
0; otherwise;.
(2) Each state in the CTMC communicates with other states through a set of failure or repair events. From this, we can prove that this CTMC is irreducible, and hence its steady state probability distribution P exists and is unique. To find these steady state probabilities, the direct approach to solve the fl^i i^j +1) balance equations using the Gaussian elimination method requires [nJli(N^ + 1)]V3 + [nf=i(N, +1)]' multiplication operations. However, if the states of the CTMC are arranged in a certain way, the matrix decomposition approach can be employed that reduces the number of computations, and presents a simple form solution. Specifically, if the states of the system are arranged in order 3f == [XQ, XI, X2, ... , Xf^^] , where Xj is the set of states in which there are ;' broken machines of t5^e 1 (i.e., Xj =;), and 
where r^ is the total number of repairmen who have the skill to repair machines of type 1, A, are square matrices of order Uf^ii^j + 1)' ^^^ matrix I is the identity matrix of the same size. The elements of submatrices A,, f = 1,2,..., Afj, can be obtained using (2).
To find the steady state probability for each state of tbe system, let P^ be the vector of steady state probability corresponding to the vector of state X . Then, the balance equations for this system are il = 0, P;-i(Ni -;• +1)All + VjAj-f P^. := 0, r,<i<N,, with the normalization condition Ylflo P/^ = 1/ where e is a column vector of ones.
Due to the quasi-birth-and-death structure of the transition rate matrix Q, the steady state probabilities Py have the following recursive relation:
where Cg = I, C^^ = --{N, -j^J -^ and C^ is as follows: (6) Now, from the balance equations we will have
which means that PQ satisfies the following:
Equation (8) provides a set of n;i2(^; + 1) equations that involve only steady state probabilities corresponding to PQ. Note that Cj in (8) is known, since it can be obtained recursively using (6). Using the set of Equations (8) and also the normalizing condition (9) as follows:
;=0 i=0 (9) we obtain the steady state probability vector PQ. The remaining steady state probability vectors can then be calculated using (5). These steady state probabilities are then used to compute E[Bi(M)], the average number of broken machines of type 1 in the system with skill set matrix M: Using the same approach, one can obtain E[Bi{M)] for z = 2,3,..., N. Therefore, E[D{M)], the total average machine downtime cost per unit time is
The expected maximum percentage of broken machines among all machine types in the system with skillset matrix M can be calculated as 7-(11) max REMARK 1. As the above results show, in machinerepairman problems with partially cross-trained repairmen, the skill set matrix M has a significant influence on the average number of broken machines in the system. Therefore, repairman training decisions that affect this matrix are of great importance. In online Appendix C, we present a heuristic approach that uses our queueing model and obtains the optimal or close-to-optimal training decisions that minimize the total average machine downtime and repairman cost. The appendix shows that finding the optimal training decisions is a complex optimization problem; however, myopic heuristic algorithms can be developed to obtain the optimal or close-to-optimal training decisions.
Numerical Study
In this section, we report the results of our numerical study. The objectives of the numerical study are (i) to evaluate the effectiveness of our machine-priority and repairman-assigrunent rules in minimizing the total downtime cost of the system, (ii) to evaluate the effectiveness of our machine-priority and repairman-assignment rules in balancing the percentage of working machines, and (iii) to determine the repair/maintenance environment in which the wellknown chain structure cross-training scheme provides the most benefits. Our numerical study provides new insights on design and control issues such as machineprioritization and repairman-assignment in repair/ maintenance environments with partially cross-trained repairmen.
Our numerical study is based on 225 cases that were generated using all possible combinations of scenarios shown in Table 3 for a machine-repairman system that has four types of machines (N = 4) and four repairmen (X = 4). In Table 3 , scenarios for machine downtime costs are chosen such that machines have the same downtime cost, or when costs are different, the difference between c, and c,_,_i increases (or de- Table 3 Scenarios for Test Cases in Numerical Study creases) in a linear or nonlinear fashion (i.e., |c, -C;^j| increases or decreases in a linear or nonlinear fashion). The scenarios for number of machines include cases where different machine types have the same or different number of machines. For scenarios with different numbers of machines, the machine type with the largest number of machines has four times more machines than the machine type with the least number of machines. Scenarios for machine availabilities also include cases in which machines have the same or different availabilities. Scenarios with different machine availabilities are designed to include machines with availabilities ranging from 0.75 to 0.95. Choices for skill set matrices include matrices with a total number of 8, 9, 10, and 12 skills. These skill set matrices include chain (matrix Mj) and pyramid (matrix Mj). The pyramid skill set matrix is representative of a repair crew that includes repairmen with different amounts of experience, i.e., including repairmen with one, two, three, and four skills. For detailed explanation of our numerical experiment, see online Appendix A.
Minimizing Total Average Downtime Cost
As we mentioned in §3, the optimal policy does not follow a simple rule for prioritizing machines. In fact, the priority of machines over each other changes as the number of broken machines in the system changes. It is interesting to investigate how robust the optimal policy is with respect to its dynamic machineprioritization rule. In other words, if one decides to use a simple static priority policy that does not change with the state of the system (i.e., the number of broken machines of each type), how bad would the performance of this policy be?
All results in §4.1 correspond to the objective of minimizing the total expected machine downtime cost. Section 4.2 presents a similar study for cases where the objective is to balance the percentage of working machines.
4.1.1. The Performance Evaluation of MachinePriority Rules. In this section, we compare the performance of the optimal policy, which we refer to as the global optimal policy, with the performance of the following machine-priority policies: (i) the optimal Cfji policy, (ii) the optimal c/x/rk policy, and (iii) the optimal static priority policy. In order to measure the effectiveness of policy TT, TT e {Optimal Cfi, Optimal Cfi/rA, Optimal static} compared to the global optimal policy in minimizing total average downtime cost, we define A!? as follows: Note that although the c/x rule resolves the issue of which machine has the highest priority for repair, it does not provide any answer to the question of which repairman should perform the next repair (i.e., the repairman-assignment rule). We revised our MDP and obtained E{D*^], the total average downtime cost under the cix rule and its corresponding optimal repairman-assignment rule (i.e., the optimal Cfji. policy). We did this by reducing the action space O(x) in (1) to O,^(x) (^^^W ^ *(x)), which includes only repairman-assignments that follow the c^l machine-priority rule. This isolates the effects of repairman-assignment rules, and therefore the difference between the performance of the optimal c/i, policy and the global optimal policy will only be the result of using the simple cix machine-priority rule instead of the complex machine-priority rule followed by the global optimal policy. Throughout our numerical study, we executed the MDP models such that the optimal solution is 99.9% accurate.
Similar to the optimal c/x policy, E[D*^^^;^], the total average downtime cost under the optimal cpu/rk policy can be obtained by reducing the action space ^(x) in (1) to 4>,^/rA(x) (^cM/rAW C O(x)), which includes only repairman-assignments that follow the Cfi/rX priority rule.
The optimal static priority policy is the policy that results in the minimum total average downtime cost of the system while the system follows a static machine-priority rule. For our examples with four machines, there are 4! = 24 different ways that the machines can be prioritized (with the c/i and cix/rX rules being two of those 24 ways). To obtain the optimal static policy for each case of our numerical study, we took the following two steps: (i) we chose the first static priority rule among the 24 possible rules, and (ii) we used a revised version of our MDP model in (1) to obtain the optimal average downtime cost of the system under the first priority rule. In the revised version of our MDP model, the action spacê (x) is reduced to ^^^ (x) (O^^ (x) c ^(x)) that only includes repairman-assignments that follow the first static priority rule (among the 24). We repeated this process for the remaining 23 possible static priorities, and obtained the minimum total average downtime cost among all 24 cases. We denote the total average downtime cost under the optimal static policy by E[D*af,,\. Note that the difference between the performance of the optimal static policy and that of the global optimal policy reflects the effects of compromising in system performance by using simple static machine-priority rules instead of the complex machine-priority rule under the global optimal policy.
Based on the 225 cases in our numerical study, we found that A°. has an average and maximum of 0.05% and 0.98%, respectively. These numbers are 6.55% and 78.74% for Af^, and 1.70% and 16.04% for A? , ,.
OBSERVATION 1. The optimal static priority rule is effective in minimizing total average dow^ntime cost.
The above numbers illustrate the fact that the complex machine-priority rule dictated by the global optimal policy does not have a significant effect in minimizing the total average downtime cost. As A^. shows, if one decides to implement a simple static priority rule (i.e., the optimal static priority policy) instead of the complex machine-priority scheme of the global optimal policy, one loses less than 1% (at most) in performance.
REMARK 2. The optimal static policy is also effective in minimizing the total average number of broken machines in the system. For the 45 cases of our numerical study in which machines have the same downtime cost (i.e.. Cost Scenario 1 of Table 3), the average and the maximum A°, were 0.07% and 0.25%, respectively. Note that in these 45 cases, minimizing total average machine downtime is equivalent to minimizing the total average number of broken machines.
OBSERVATION 2. Prioritizing machines according to the Cfx/rX. rule results in a close-to-global optimal performance in minimizing total average number of broken machines.
As we mentioned, giving higher priority to machines according to the Cfjb/rX rule results in an average of 1.7% and a maximum of 16.04% more cost than that of the global optimal policy. However, for the 45 cases where machines have the same downtime costs, we found that the average and maximum are 0.67% and 2.83%, respectively. This indicates that the c/x/rA rule (which is equivalent to the /u/rA rule when all c,s are the same) is an effective policy in minimizing the average number of broken machines in the system.
Although the cix rule is proven to be optimal in prioritizing tasks in many production and service environments, it performs poorly in prioritizing machines in our repair/maintenance environment. The c/x rule, even if used with its corresponding optimal repairman assignment rule, can result in up to 78% more cost than the cost of the global optimal policy. As we mentioned, the reason is that repair/maintenance environments, as opposed to most production and service environments, are finite population queueing systems.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that in maintenance environments with partially crosstrained repairmen, the optimal static machine-priority rule is as good as the complex dynamic machinepriority rules of the global optimal policy. Furthermore, when the objective is to minimize the total average broken machines, static machine-priority rules-such as the fi/rX rule-which take into account repairmen's skill sets, can perform as well as the complex machine-priority rules dictated by the global optimal policy. Note that we did not evaluate the performance of HPB machine-priority policy with respect to minimizing total expected downtime cost, since the HPB policy is not designed to minimize cost.
The Performance Evaluation of Repairman-Assignment
Rules. In §4.1.1, each machinepriority policy was following its corresponding optimal repairman-assignment rule, obtained by solving the revised MDP model. This enabled us to study the effect of machine-priority rules on system performance. In this section, however, we turn our attention to the effects of repairman-assignment rules on the performance of a system. Specifically, assuming the optimal static machine-priority rule {SP*), we compare the performance of the repairman-assigrunent rules we introduced in §3.3 with the performance of the global optimal policy. Define E[D^.] as the total average downtime cost of a system under repairman-assignment rule Sk and the optimal static machine-priority rule 2?*. Also, define the relative error AS as follows:
e {LSR, LVR, LLP, LRR}.
This measures how much the total average downtime cost increases if one decides to implement repairmanassignment rule sn under a static machine-priority rule, rather than following the global optimal policy.
For each of the 225 cases of our numerical study, when Sk e \LSR,LVR,LLP,LRR}, E[D^,] was obtained by (i) solving the queueing model presented in §3.4 under N! = 4! = 24 machine-priority rules, and then (ii) choosing the system with the minimum total average downtime cost among the 24 cases. In all 24 queueing models, the repairman-assignment rule was 91. Based on our numerical study, we found that A^ip has an average and maximum 0.21% and 2.32%, respectively. These numbers are 2.01% and 8.15% for LSR' 1-04% and 7.55% for AP;,^; and 0.82% and 7.65% for AP««.
OBSERVATION 3. The LLP policy, if implemented under the proper static machine-priority rule, is a very effective repairman-assignment rule in minimizing the total average downtime cost.
Note that the LLP policy assigns repairmen to machines based only on repairman skills and machine downtime costs. This rule does not use machine characteristics (such as failure and repair rates) in the way it assigns repairmen to machines.
Although not as effective as LLP, the LRR rule performs reasonably well in minimizing total average downtime cost. The LRR rule results, on average, in less than 1% more expected cost than the global optimal policy. The maximum cost difference we observed was 7%.
We have also compared the performance of the policy that follows the c/ju/rX machine-priority rule and the LLP repairman-assignment rule with the performance of the global optimal policy. We found that, in general, the combination of the Cfi/rX and LLP rules creates a policy that results in an average 1.82% and a maximum of 16.37% more cost than the global optimal cost. However, when minimizing the total average number of broken machine is concerned (i.e., C; = c, Vf), these numbers reduce to 1.42% and 9.59%, respectively.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that, when minimizing machine downtime costs is of interest in systems in which machines are appropriately prioritized, machine characteristics such as the number of machines and machine availabilities are not essential for developing efficient repairmanassignment rules. Repairman-assignment rules such as the LLP rule, which uses only repairman skill sets and machine downtime costs as the basis for their repairman assignment to machines, can result in a performance that is close to that attained under the global optimal policy.
Balancing Percentage of Broken Machines
In previous sections, we have shown that the optimal static priority rule and our simple repairmanassignment rules can perform close to the global optimal policy with respect to minimizing the total average downtime cost. In this section, we evaluate the performance of our machine-priority and repairman-assignment rules with respect to its effectiveness in balancing the percentage of working machines (i.e., minimizing the maximimi percentage of broken machines among all types).
The Performance Evaluation of MachinePriority Rules.
We examined 45 cases generated by Table 3 (without its scenarios for downtime costs) along with our skill set matrices. Our objective was to study the effectiveness of the following machinepriority policies in balancing the percentage of working machines: (i) policy SP*, i.e., the optimal static priority policy, and (ii) policy HPB*, i.e., the optimal HPB policy. Note that, as opposed to §4.1, here the optimal static machine-priority rule is the static priority rule that minimizes the maximum percentage of broken machines among different types. We do not evaluate the performance of the optimal Cfi or the optimal c/jb/rX policies here, since minimizing downtime cost is not of interest.
For each case of our numerical study we solved the MDP model (1) with cost function C(x) =max,jx,/N,} to obtain E[P*], the expected maximum percentage of broken machines among different types. We evaluated the effectiveness of policy TT {IT e [SP*, HPB*}), by comparing its performance with the performance of the global optimal policy through A^: xlOO%; '7Te{SP*,HPB*),
where E[P*] is the expected maximum percentage of broken machines (among all machine types) under policy TT.
The optimal static priority policy is the static priority policy among N! = 24 combinations that results in the least expected maximum percentage of broken machines. As explained in the case of minimizing total average downtime cost, the choice of machinepriority rule does not resolve the issue of which repairman should perform the next repair. Therefore, to obtain E[P^.], the expected maximum percentage broken under the optimal static policy, we used the same approach as in §4.1.1, except we used C(x) = max,{x,/N,}. We have also revised our MDP to obtain E[P^pg.], the expected maximum percentage of broken machines under HPB and its corresponding optimal repairman-assignment rule.
OBSERVATION 4. The HPB policy is a very effective machine-priority policy in balancing the percentage of working machines of different types.
When the objective is to balance the percentage of broken machines, in our numerical study we observed that the average and maximum errors of the HPB policy are 0.27% and 0.98%, respectively. Therefore, if one decides to implement the HPB policy instead of the complex machine-priority policy used by the global optimal policy, one does not compromise much on the system's performance.
Note that HPB policy is a myopic policy because it assigns 'priorities to machines according to the current state of the systems without considering machine characteristics such as machine failure and repair rates. In our numerical study, we observed many cases where the global optimal policy did not assign priorities to machine myopically. Nevertheless, as the above numbers show, the HPB's myopic approach is very effective.
In our numerical study we also observed that the optimal static priority policy results in an average and maximum error 3.8% and 12.9%, respectively. Comparing these numbers with the corresponding numbers in §4.1.1, we can conclude the following:
OBSERVATION 5. Static machine-priority policies are more effective in minimizing the system's expected downtime costs than in balancing the percentage of working machines. {LSR, LLP, LRR\) , with the performance of the global optimal policy that balances the percentage of working machines among all machine types. Policy (2^*, 9i) is the policy that implements repairman-assignment rule 91 and follows the optimal static machine-priority rule (among 24 possible priority rules) that minimizes the maximum percentage of broken machines among all machine types. On the other hand, policy {HPB, 91) is the policy that implements repairman-assignment rule 9i and the HPB machine-priority rule. We evaluate the effectiveness of the repairman-assignment rules by the relative error A^, where E[P(g>,gi)] is the expected maximum percentage of broken machines (among different machine types) under policy {9 ',9i) . Note that for dynamic machinepriority policy HPB, (i) we revised our repairmanassignment rules by setting c, = 1 for all machine types, since minimizing cost is not of concern here. When c, = 1 for all machine types, repairman-assignment rules LVR and LSR become the same, (ii) We did not consider the LLP rule, since this rule cannot be used in systems with dynamic machine-priority rules, (iii) We revised the tiebreaking rule in LSR and LRR to a random selection, since the tiebreaking rule was based on static machine-priority rules.
In order to obtain E[P(g,._ gj)], similar to §4.1.1, we used our queueing model. However, to obtain £[P(HPB,gi)]' we developed a simulation program in C++. The programs are executed for the simulation horizon of 35,000 to 40,000 hours that results in at least 20,000 failures in each machine type. The warm-up period is chosen such that the result data are collected after 5,000 failure events in each type of machines.
From our experiments, we found that the HPB rule results in average and maximum errors around 0.5% and 1.2%, respectively, no matter which repairmanassignment rule among LSR and LRR is followed. This was the same for the optimal static machine-priority policy, which results in an average and maximum errors around 6% and 18%, respectively, regardless of what repairman-assignnnent rule is implemented. This is different from what we observed under the objective of minimizing the system's downtime cost. As shown in §4.1.2, when the objective is to minimize the total average downtime cost, the maximum error of LSR, LLP, LRR repairman-assignment rules under optimal static machine-priority rules varies from 2.32% to 7.65%. Thus, we conclude the following:
OBSERVATION 6. When the goal is to balance the percentage of working machines, the performance of the optimal static machine-priority rule and HPB rule do not significantly change with changes in repairman-assignment rules among {LSR, LLP, LRR}.
Chain Skill Set Structure
In repair/maintenance environments in which there are K repairmen and K different machine types (i.e., N = K), a two-skill chain structure is a structure in which each repairman can repair two types of machines, each machine type can be served by two repairmen, and the machine types can always be renumbered such that repairman k will have skills to repair machine types k and k + 1, while repairman K will have the skills to repair machine types K and 1. The following skill set matrix is a two-skill chain matrix in a repair environment with three repairmen and three machine types:
Many articles in the literature recommend the wellknown chain skill set structure as an alternative to a fully cross-trained system in production envirorunents (see Sheikhzadeh et al. 1998 , Jordan and Graves 1995 , and Jordan et al. 2004 . For infinite population finite capacity queueing systems, Gurumurthi and Benjaafar (2004) show that chain skill sets are more efficient in symmetric systems, i.e., in queueing systems in which different customer types have the same arrival and service rates. On the other hand, Jordan et al. (2004) show the robustness of the chain skill set structure with respect to system parameters and control decisions in a maintenance system. In this section, we will investigate the performance of the chain structure in finite population queueing systems such as our repair/maintenance environments. More specifically, we would like to find repair/maintenance environments in which chain structures perform very effectively. It is obvious that under complete symmetry (i.e., with the same downtime costs, same failure rates, same repair rates, and same number of machines for all types) the chain will be an efficient structure. However, we would like to investigate whether there exists any asymmetric environment in which the chain is still an efficient structure for the skill sets of repairmen.
Consider the following two repair/maintenance environments with N = 3 machine types and K = 3 repairmen. In environment El, (q, Cj, c^) = (1, 2.5, 5), (Ni, N2, N3) = (2,4, 8), (Al, A2, A3) = (6,0.4,10), and {1x1,1x2, /X. 3) = (20,15,40); in environment E2, (q, C2, C3) = (2,1,1.5), {N,,N2,N,) = (6,8,2) , {\,, \2, h) = (1, 2,3), and {ix^, 1x2, ix^) = (11,14, 6). As these numbers show, there is a large asymmetry in the cost, numbers of machines, failure rates, and repair rates in both environments. For instance, in E2 the downtime of type 1 machines is twice costlier than that of type 2 machines, type 2 machines have four times more machines compared to type 3 machines, the failure rate of type 3 machines is three times larger than that of type 1 machines, and the repair rate of t5^e 2 machines is more than twice larger than that of type 3 machines. The question that we focus on here is whether a chain structure is a good fit for the repairman skill set in El and E2.
To investigate this, we assume that the total number of skills in the system is six, so that a two-skill chain structure is feasible for this environment. Next, we investigate whether there exists any other skill set structure (with a total of six skills) that performs better than a two-skill chain structure in the above asymmetric environment. We developed a computer program and generated all possible skill set matrices with a total of six skills. The program resulted in 16 different matrices (including the two-skill chain structure).
For each of 16 matrices, we solved our MDP model and obtained the optimal total average downtime cost when each matrix is used in the above environment. Then, we chose the skill set matrix among the 16 that results in the minimum average downtime cost. We call that the optimal skill set matrix.
For El we found that the two-skill chain results in 21% higher cost than that under the optimal skill set matrix. This is not unexpected, since El is an asymmetric environment. However, to our surprise, we found that in E2, which is also an asymmetric environment, the two-skill chain matrix M^,,"," is indeed the optimal skill set matrix.^ This motivated us to further explore the differences between the two environments. After studying several other examples, we found that, although there is not an apparent symmetry in the parameters (i.e., c,, N,, A,, and /x,) in E2, the environment is indeed symmetric with respect to c,N,(l -a,), where a, is the availability of machines of type i. For example, in E2, we have c,N,(l -a,) = 1 for all machine types (z = 1,2,3). We call the symmetry in c,N,(l -a,), the hidden symmetry.
In order to further explore this observation, we examined 108 more cases with perfect hidden symmetry generated through two different approaches, namely a systematic approach and a random approach. For the details of how these 108 cases were generated, see the online Appendix B.
For each case generated by our systematic or random approaches, we used our MDP to calculate the optimal average downtime cost under each of 16 possible skill set matrices, and we obtained the minimum among those 16 optimal costs. We call that E[D{opt. skill)]. For each case, we also obtained E[D{chain)], the optimal downtime cost under the chain skill set. We compared the optimal cost under the chain skill set with the range for the costs of the 16 skill set matrices was large. In fact, one of the possible 16 matrices resulted in the total average downtime cost that was 34.02% more than the cost of the chain skill set structure. optimal cost under the optimal skill set through the following measure:
This measure shows how close the performance of chain structure is to the performance of the optimal skill set structure. The results for all 108 cases are summarized in Table 4 .
As the table shows, in environments that are symmetric with respect to c,N,(l -a,), even when the chain structure is not the best structure among the 16 structures, its performance is nevertheless very close to that of the optimal structure. In fact, the average percentage difference in our 108 examples was less than 1.29%. We would like to emphasize that, in almost all cases of our numerical study, the difference in the cost of 16 skill set matrices was very significant and was sometimes up to 45%. The small relative error ^chaini is therefore a good indication of the effectiveness of the chain skill set in systems with hidden symmetry.
The intuition behind the good performance of the chain structure in environments with symmetry in c,N,(l -a,) can be described as follows. Consider a system with unlimited repairmen. In that system, N,(l -a,) is the average number of broken machines of type i in the system. Therefore, c,A/|(l -a,) can be considered as a rough estimate for the average downtime cost incurred per unit time by type /. Having symmetry in C|N, (1 -a,) indicates that all machine types generate almost the same downtime cost, and thus require the same level of attention. This phenomenon can also be observed in environments with complete symmetry. Thus, a chain structure, which is one of the most effective symmetric structures, will perform well in this environment.
Note that symmetry in a chain structure is not the only reason for its good performance. The particular connectivity in its structure that allows more ways of shifting repairman capacities in the system makes it more effective than other symmetric structures. (See Iravani et al. 2004 for structural properties of chain skill sets.)
Conclusion and Further Research
The introduction of a wide range of new technologies that often include complex machinery has resulted in repair environments in which the repairmen are not fully cross-trained. This paper has focused on several issues in these environments including the strategy of assigning repairmen to machines and prioritization of machines for repair. We considered two different objectives, namely minimizing the total average downtime cost of the system and balancing the percentage of working machines across different types of machines. We have shown that, although the global optimal policy has a complex structure, using simple machine-priority and repairman-assignment rules can yield as good a performance as the global optimal policy. Finally, we studied environments in which the well-known chain skill set structures perform better than others. We found that those environments share a (hidden) symmetry that is more general than an apparently complete symmetry.
Future research should focus on systems in which repair operations cannot be preempted, or systems in which repairmen work at different speeds in repairing different types of machines. This will also model systems in which repairmen have different levels of experience. Also, it would be interesting to explore the effect of partially cross-trained repairmen in systems where machines have three states, namely, (i) working, (ii) deteriorated (thus producing defective items), and (iii) broken. Another avenue for future research is the study of systems with nonlinear cost functions. For those cases, static priority rules may not be effective, and some extension of the generalized c^t rule for these closed queueing systems would be of great interest.
